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Abstract
The energy efficiency in multi-tier heterogeneous 5G networks is a critical issue due to the fact that
the macro base stations (BSs) power consumption is considerably high and proportional to their traffic
load. Traffic offloading from macrocells to small cells is envisioned as a potential solution to improve
energy efficiency in 5G heterogeneous networks. However, traffic offloading causes traffic congestion
at small cells, interference as a result of small cells transmissions, and aggregate power consumption
of small cells. These factors make the traffic offloading procedure more challenging. In this paper, we
propose a conditional traffic offloading scheme, which relies on macrocells and small cells system load
information to determine the most energy efficient traffic offloading strategy, select the proper operation
mode of small cells, and fulfill macro users applications’ quality of service (QoS) requirements. The
proposed scheme is developed using a novel intuitive online reinforcement learning methodology to
perform the conditional traffic offloading in which each macro BS conjectures the offloading strategies of
other macrocells. The convergence of the proposed scheme is proved and numerical results demonstrate
its capability to achieve fast convergence with QoS guarantee and significant energy efficiency.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Dense heterogeneous networks comprising macrocells and small cells are one of the main
trends in the future 5G to enhance the throughput of cellular networks at relatively low operational
costs [1] [2]. The dense and random deployment of small cells in 5G heterogeneous networks
raises fundamental challenges for the energy consumption of heterogeneous networks. With the
perceived increase in energy consumption of about 40 % for wireless cellular networks from
2010 to 2020 [3], lack of coordination of small cells and high operational costs of macrocells
reflected by the energy consumed for the operations are crucial challenges that may limit the
spread of the future heterogeneous 5G networks. Traffic offloading in multi-tier heterogeneous 5G
networks, where small cells are exploited for handling the offloaded traffic from macrocells aims
at allocating more capacity for services while maintaining QoS for the users [4] and boosting
the energy efficiency. However, traffic offloading may cause traffic congestion at the small cells
as they have distinct load. For example, some of the small cells may not be operational all the
time and others may be overwhelmed with the offloaded traffic [5]. In addition, it increases the
interference between the macrocells and other small cells. This will lead to a severe increase
in the energy consumption across the whole network. Despite the fact that small cells have
a relatively lower power consumption profile, one of the major concerns in the future dense
deployments is the high aggregated energy consumption.
To overcome these challenges, it is necessary for the macro BSs to be aware of each other’s
traffic offloading procedure to avoid interference, eliminate the traffic congestion possibility, and
improve energy efficiency. Dense deployment of small cells should be carefully designed in
order to avoid undesired network behavior. In addition, traffic in 5G heterogeneous networks is
expected to vary spatially and temporally. This traffic variation will impact the performance of
the 5G networks and the traffic processing techniques. Thus, it is necessary to find the optimal
densities of small cells and determining which small base station (BSs) should be switched on/off
according to the spatial and temporal traffic variation of users’ traffic patterns. The relationship
between the traffic and the small cells activity is more observable when the traffic becomes
diversified and fluctuant [6] [7]. Hence, optimal traffic offloading and small BSs operation policies
for dense 5G heterogeneous networks can play a key role in improving the energy efficiency
and macro users data rate.
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In this paper, we propose an energy efficient traffic offloading scheme that tackles the mentioned energy efficiency challenges and considers traffic variation. The proposed scheme offloads
traffic from macrocells to small cells including picocells and femtocells under the condition
that the cell system load of all the cells is maintained below certain threshold. The cell load
is an essential factor that impacts energy efficiency as it grows with traffic demand and it
contributes to inter cell interference and small cells traffic congestion. In addition, the cellular
users’ applications’ QoS is also dependent on the cell load. For instance, when the cell load is
low, BSs are able to offer their associated users a good capacity to meet their QoS requirements.
To achieve the efficient traffic offloading and tackle the macro BSs offloading awareness issue,
we develop an intuitive online reinforcement learning scheme, where each learning agent (macro
BS) aims to perform traffic offloading by surmising other agents traffic offloading actions for
certain network state without cooperation and information exchange. Hereby, a traffic offloading
strategy is defined as a sequence of actions, and each action takes the form of small cells selection
for offloading (e.g., switching on a small cell to offload the traffic demands within its respective
coverage or offload traffic to an active small cell). Our task is to maximize the overall energy
efficiency in the network while satisfying the constraint of flow-level QoS requirement. The
reason for choosing online reinforcement learning to solve this optimization problem is that it
is difficult to determine an exact state transition model for a system with large state space in
such dynamic environment. Moreover, online reinforcement learning does not require any prior
knowledge of the system’s behavior. Thus, it is difficult to compute the optimal traffic offloading
strategy through applying a model-based dynamic programming algorithms. The paper has the
following contributions:
•

The paper proposes traffic offloading scheme that exploits cell load as a driving factor to
achieve energy efficient offloading as the cell load impacts inter-cell interference, small cell
traffic congestion, and energy efficiency.

•

Novel online reinforcement learning techniques are developed to select an efficient traffic
offloading strategy that maximizes the network energy efficiency.

•

The proposed online reinforcement learning scheme deals with the awareness of other macro
BSs traffic offloading strategies by introducing the intuition feature to online learning with
which the scheme has the ability to make each macro BS conjectures other macro BS
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offloading strategies to find a joint offloading action without explicit information exchange.
This has a positive impact on the learning process as it reduces the scheme computation
overhead and improves the selected action quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented in section II. The
system model and problem formulation are explained in section III. The intuitive online reinforcement learning approach including the learning model and the intuitive mechanism are
described in section IV. Section V presents the numerical results that demonstrate the proposed
approach capability to enhance energy efficiency while maintaining QoS of users. The paper
concludes in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Researchers’ studies found that 25 to 30 % of the total power can be saved by reducing the
number of active macrocells when traffic is low [8]. Recently, power savings in heterogeneous
cellular networks through the usage of small cells to handle traffic offloaded from macrocells
draw the attention of many researchers. A joint user association and small BS switching scheme
was proposed in [9] to increase the system capacity and reduce power consumption. In [10], the
authors investigated the small BSs dynamic operation to handle the offloaded traffic from the
macro BSs in heterogeneous networks. They exploited joint location and user density based
operation scheme to manage the dynamic operation of the small BSs. The authors in [11]
proposed an energy-aware traffic offloading scheme in which user associations, ON/OFF status
of Small BSs, and power control are jointly optimized according to the statistical information
of energy arrival and traffic load. The power saved by the activation of small BSs is derived in
a closed form and the optimal amount of traffic to be offloaded is determined accordingly. D2D
communication was exploited in [12] to assist the traffic offloading process in 5G heterogeneous
network which aimed at improving the network capacity and mitigating the traffic congestion
at the macro BS. The offloading problem was solved using dynamic programing as well as the
theoretical performance upper bound of D2D assisted traffic offloading. [13] provided a study on
the optimal Dual connectivity enabled traffic offloading through small cells that is powered by
energy harvesting with the goal of minimizing the total on-grid power consumption of all small
cells and macrocells. In [14], stochastic geometry was utilized to perform offloading of cyber
physical systems to small cells which consequently can increase the capacity of the macrocells
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and release more network resources for users. The work in [15] proposed an optimizationbased framework for energy efficient radio resource management in heterogeneous 5G networks.
Specifically, the small BSs are activated with jointly optimized user association and spectrum
allocation to stabilize the network. An optimal ON-OFF BS adaptation scheme was designed in
[16] using stochastic geometry. The work in [17] proposed a multi-objective framework as an
energy and cost-efficient solution for the resource allocation problem in heterogeneous network,
and provided extensive analytical and experimental results to estimate the potential energy and
cost savings that can be achieved. The studies in [18] and [19] further exploited small-cell
sleeping potential and proposed small-cell control algorithms for power saving. The authors
of [20] proposed a reverse auction based offloading that targets achieving tremendous energy
efficiency under the constraints of QoS requirements. The optimization problem with constraints
was solved by dynamic programming method with Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions.
These approaches can find the optimal or sub-optimal decisions of small BSs modes under
the constraint that the stochastic model is perfectly characterized and the needed information
is accurate. For example, they assume that the network environment, including user location,
service request and channel information, remains constant in the considered period. However,
due to the stochastic nature in wireless heterogeneous networks, these assumptions can hardly
be valid. In addition, these approaches usually have high computational complexities and need
repetitive and intensive computation in each time slot. Moreover, non of the above schemes
considers the exploitation of the cell system load to determine the optimal offloading strategy in
the 5G heterogeneous environment and they do not emphasize load maintenance of small cells.
The proposed scheme, however, not only considers the cell system load but also guarantee the
QoS of the offloaded macro users traffic to small cells.
Machine learning is a powerful tool that penetrated the communication and networking field
recently. It is envisioned as potential solution for efficient traffic offloading in heterogeneous cellular networks. Some of the machine learning based approaches such as reinforcement learningbased do not need a specific model or any non causal information. Instead, they can learn the
environment model by interacting with the environment and refine their strategies accordingly.
In [21], the authors formulated the traffic load variations in heterogeneous cellular networks
as a Markov decision process. Then, they minimized the energy consumption of Radio access
networks, by designing a reinforcement learning-based framework to perform BS switching
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operation. The work in [22] proposed a deep reinforcement learning-based BS activation algorithm to obtain small cells activation decisions where small cells operation mode is formulated
as a Markov Decision Process that operates in large time scale and utilizes statistics rather
than user activity information. Non of the proposed machine learning-based traffic offloading
schemes considers the awareness of macro BSs of each others’ offloading decisions. This helps
to obtain offloading decision that avoids congestion and interference at small cells as well as
improves the offloading decision as it learns from other macro BSs traffic offloading strategies.
To accomplish this, our proposed online reinforcement learning uses intuition feature in learning
which allows each macro BS to conjecture other macro BSs offloading strategies. This eliminates
the overhead of information exchange between the macro BSs to achieve a cooperative traffic
offloading strategy and it expedites the convergence of the proposed learning.
III. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
This section describes the system model considered and the energy efficiency constrained
problem formulation that maintains all cells system load within a predefined range.
A. System Model
The considered system model tackles the downlink communication in a multi-tier heterogeneous 5G network. The multi-tier structure consists of a primary tier represented by macrocells,
and secondary tier that includes picocells and femtocells that share the same spectrum with the
primary tier as in Figure 1. This multi-tier structure operates over discrete time slots each with
constant time duration. The service region for each cell is represented by a set of L locations,
each being characterized by uniform signal propagation conditions [23]. At each location l ∈ L
in each time slot (t = 1, 2, ..., ), the service requests follow Poisson arrival process with arrival
rate λ(l, t). The size of the requested traffic demand is assumed to be an exponentially distributed
variable, which makes the network Markovian [24]. The coverage in the network is maintained
by a set of macro BSs K = {1, 2, ...., K} with Nk small cells (pico and femto) that operate
under the coverage of the macro BS k ∈ K. These small BSs are connected to the macro BS
using a logical interface. We choose Lk and Ln to designate the sets of locations covered by
the macro BS k and small BS n respectively, where Ln ⊂ Lk . The word cell and BS are used
interchangeably in the rest of the paper. The macrocells are assumed to have an open access to
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Figure 1.

System Model

small cells to offload their traffic to small cells whether they are already operative and serves
small cells users or they will be activated on demand. The offloading decisions and the small cells
operations mode selection are dynamically selected by the macro BS. If a small cell is activated
and macro users are offloaded, the QoS requirements of the macro users within its coverage
must be satisfied. In this model, we investigate traffic offloading problem from macrocell to
small cells in an energy efficient fashion. The offloading process is triggered according to the
system load of the macrocell. For example, when a macrocell is lightly loaded, the offloading
is not necessary and small BSs maintain their state. However, the heavily loaded macrocells are
allowed to offload traffic to activated small BSs and they remains operative to handle the traffic
of the macro users that are not offloaded [25]. The macro BS controls the offloading process
according to the number of small BSs within its coverage and their system load information.
The cross-tier channel information is estimated at the macrocell and then a quantized version
is forwarded to the corresponding small cell as in [26]. In order to reduce overhead cost of
information exchange between macro BS and small BS, we adjust the information exchange rate
according to the instantaneous channel conditions and it was demonstrated that if the exchange
rate increases with the SNR then, there will be no performance degradation observed due to
cross-tier interference.
Let s(t) describes the evolution of the network state across time slots and it is defined as
the number of users associated with different small BSs at different locations. Every small BS
under the coverage of the macro BS k ∈ K is labeled as kn where n = 0, 1, 2, ...Nk , n = 0
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for the macro BS and the location covered by the BS kn are labeled from 1 to Lkn . Thus, the
configuration of the macro BS and all small cells under its coverage is defined as follows,
sk (t) = s1k0 (t), ...., sLk0k0 (t), s1k1 (t), ...., sLk1k1 (t),
LkN

..., s1kN (t), ...., skN k (t)
k

(1)

k

Each element in (1) represents the number of users at the location covered by a small BS within
the macro BS k during time slot t. The operation mode for small BSs under the coverage
of the macro BS k is represented by Ak (t) = (ak1 (t), ...., akNk (t)) with akn (t) = 1 if the
small BS is selected for traffic offloading and 0 otherwise for all n ∈ {1, ...., Nk }. To proceed
with the transmission scheduled to deliver the traffic demand of certain user, the system loads
SLk (s, a) and SLn (s, a) for both macro and small cell respectively, during time slot t are
evaluated according to the traffic demand ζ(l, t) at certain time as
X
1
SLk (s, a) =
ζ(l, t) ×
T
0

(2)

l∈Lk

SLn (s, a) =

X

ζ(l, t) ×

l∈L0n

1
T

(3)

where L0k (t) = Lk excluding L0n (t)∀n ∈ N and L0n (t) are the set of locations associated with
the macro BS k and the small BS n during the time slot t respectively, and T is the duration of
the time slot in seconds. Note that L0n (t) = Ln ⊂ Lk for an active small BS and L0n (t) = φ if
the small cell is OFF. Consequently, the system load for each cell type can be interpreted as the
fraction of time scheduled for serving the requested traffic demand or the probability of causing
interference to other cells. The average signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) achieved
by the macro user (MUE) located at l ∈ Lk associated with macro BS k is evaluated as,
γkl (s, a) =

P
i∈K/{k}

Gkl Pk
P
Gil Pi SLi (s, a) +
Gnl Pn SLn (s, a) + σ

(4)

n∈N

where Gkl , Gil and Gnl are the channel gain between the macro user and the macro BS k, other
macro BS i and small BS n, respectively, Pk , Pi Pn are the transmission power of macro BS
k, other macro BS i ∈ K and small BS n ∈ N respectively, and σ is the background noise. The
SINR for the offloaded macro user associated with small BS n located at l ∈ Ln is calculated
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as follows,
γnl (s, a) = P

Gnl Pn
P
Gkl Pk SLk (s, a) +
Gql Pq SLq (s, a) + σ

k∈K

(5)

q∈N/{n}

where Gnl , Gkl and Gql are the channel gain between the offloaded users and the serving small
BS n, macro BS k and other small BS q, respectively at location l, Pn , Pk Pq are the transmission
power of the serving small BS n, macro BS k ∈ K and other small BS q ∈ N respectively. The
achievable data rates for MUEs associated with the macro BS and MUEs offloaded to small BS
are calculated as in (6) and (7) respectively,
Rkl (s, a) = Blog2 (1 + γkl (s, a))

(6)

Rnl (s, a) = Blog2 (1 + γnl (s, a))

(7)

where B is the system bandwidth.
B. Problem Formulation
In this section, we formulate the energy aware traffic offloading in 5G heterogeneous network,
which is described by users arrival, generation of service requests, BSs that serve these requests,
and system load for each cell. Heavily loaded macro BSs provide poor QoS, which require
traffic offloading to small cells that are within the coverage of the heavily loaded macrocell. The
energy efficiency achieved by certain macrocell or small cell is dependent on the system load of
that cell. Therefore, for certain network configuration s(t) and offloading decision a(t) at time
slot t, the energy efficiency of macro BS k ∈ K is calculated as follows,
EEk (s, a) =

Pctk

Rkl (s, a)
+ Γk SLk (s, a)Pk

(8)

where Pctk is the power consumed by the BS circuit for signal processing and Γk is a linear transmission power dependence factor. Similarly, the energy efficiency for small cell n is calculated
as follows,
EEn (s, a) =

Pctn

Rnl (s, a)
as akn (t) = 1
+ Γn SLn (s, a)Pn

(9)

where Pctn is the power consumed by the BS circuit for signal processing and Γn is a linear
transmission power dependence factor. The condition akn (t) = 1 to indicate that energy efficiency
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only covers the small cells that receive offloaded traffic. The total energy efficiency for the entire
network in time slot t is found as,
!
EEc (s, a) =

X

EEk (s, a) +

X

EEn (s, a)

(10)

n∈N

k∈K

The system load SLz (s, a), where z ∈ K ∪ N and t = 1, 2, 3...., is utilized to quantify energy
efficiency as it grows with the traffic demand and the interference from the active cells. In
addition, the user QoS represented by throughput or delay is also dependent on the system
load as when the system load is low, BSs are able to offer their users a good capacity to meet
QoS requirements. However, heavily loaded system leads to poor QoS and service outage. The
optimization problem for traffic offloading strategy that maximizes the netwrok energy efficiency
is formulated as follows,
max EEc (π(s, a)) s.t
π∈Π

(11)

C.1 SLz (s, a) ≤ SLth
z
C.2 Ru ≥ Ruth
where Π is the set of all available traffic offloading strategies, and SLth
z is a predefined threshold
for the system load for each cell. The constraint in C.1 indicates that the selected offloading
strategy should maintain the cell system load below certain threshold. The users application QoS
is also maintained above certain threshold for macro user u whether it is still associated with
the macro BS or it is offloaded as in C.2. Note that when the threshold’s value is small, the BS
operates with low usage of resources and experience high throughput and less delay.
IV. T RAFFIC O FFLOADING U SING I NTUITIVE O NLINE R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING
The goal of this section is to tackle the offloading optimization problem formulated in section
III using our developed intuitive online reinforcement learning. We define the learning model
that is associated to each network state, action, transition function and reward. Then, the section
describes our proposed intuitive learning mechanism for traffic offloading in 5G networks.
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A. Online Reinforcement Learning Model
In this model, each macro BS plays the role of an intelligent agent, which observes the network
state s(t) and its associated action a(t) in the current time slot (t). At the end of each time slot,
the reward, which evaluates the selected action is generated and a state transition to the next
state is performed. The state, action, transition function and reward for our model are defined
as follows,
•

State: Since there is no cooperation among the macrocells, the network state s(t) is defined
based on the local information about the configuration of BSs and their coverage locations
defined in (1).

•

Action: The action selected by the macro BS a(t) according to the state information is
defined as the offloading decision to certain small BS, which takes the value akn (t) = 1 if
the small BS is selected for offloading and 0 otherwise.

•

Reward: The reward function is the received reward due to the selected action and is
defined as as RW (s, a) = EEc (s, a) where EEc (s, a) is the energy efficiency defined in
(10). However, the reward function is only achievable if the constraints C.1 and C.2 are
met. Otherwise, it is evaluated to 0.

•

Transition Function: The transition function Tf is evaluated while moving from the state
s(t) to s0 (t + 1) as a result of the selected offloading action akn (t) by the macro BS at
time slot t. The transition function is defined according to a transition probability given as
follows,
0

0

Tf (s, a, s ) = P r(s(t + 1) = s |s(t) = s, a(t) = a)

(12)

This transition probability is evaluated according to [27] and it depends on the arrival of
the users in the network.
In non-cooperative online reinforcement learning [28], each macrocell k ∈ K selects the strategy
πk (sk ) independently to maximize its total discounted reward. However, independent learning is
subjective to the interference and congestion problem at the small cells as the macrocells are not
aware of each other’s traffic offloading strategies. Therefore, it is necessary that each macro BS
becomes aware of other macro BSs traffic offloading strategies and learn cooperatively to reach
the most appropriate offloading strategy and avoid interference and congestion at small cells.
This is achieved by defining a common goal of finding a joint traffic offloading strategy π ∈ Π
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that maximizes the total energy efficiency with consideration of other macro BSs offloading
strategies. Thus, the total discounted reward in our model is defined as follows,


max E[

πk ∈Πk

∞
X

β t RWk (stk , πk (stk ), π−k (stk ))]

(13)

t=0

where π−k (stk ) = (π1 (st1 ), ....., πk−1 (stk−1 ), πk+1 (stk+1 ), ...., πK (stK )) and β is the discount factor.
The strategy πk (sk , ak ) is defined as the probability vector with which the macro BS k selects
action ak = akn (t) at the state sk . and −k is the index for other macro BSs. The total expected
discounted reward of cell k over infinite iterations and with being aware of other cells strategies
π−k is given by,
Vk (sk , πk , π−k ) = E[RWk (sk , πk (sk ), π−k (sk ))]+
X
Tf (sk , a, s0k )(πk (sk )), π−k (sk ))Vk (s0k , πk , π−k )
β

(14)

s0k ∈Sk

where,
E[RWk (sk , πk (sk ), π−k (sk ))] =
X 
Y

RWk (sk , ak , a−k )
πj (sj , aj )
(ak ,a−k )∈A

(15)

j∈K/{k}

The best strategy that the learning agent aims to achieve πk∗ for each environment state and
satisfies Bellman’s optimality equation [29], achieves the following total discounted reward,

∗
∗
Vk (sk , πk∗ , π−k
) = max E[RWk (sk , ak , π−k
(sk ))]+
ak ∈Ak

β

X

∗
)
Tsk ,s0k (ak , π−k (sk )Vk (s0k , πk∗ , π−k

(16)

s0k ∈Sk

where

X
(ak ,a−k )∈A

∗
E[RWk (sk , ak , π−k
(sk ))] =
Y


RWk (sk , ak , a−k )
πj∗ (sj , aj )

(17)

j∈K/{k}

We define the optimal Q-value Q∗k (sk , ak ) of the macro BS k as the sum of the current reward
and the future expected rewards when all the macrocells achieve their best offloading strategy
as follows,
∗
Q∗k (sk , ak ) = E[RWk (sk , ak , π−k
(sk ))] + β
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X

∗
∗
Tsk ,s0k (ak , π−k
(sk ))Vk (s0k , πk∗ , π−k
)=

s0k ∈Sk
∗
E[RWk (sk , ak , π−k
(sk ))]+

β

X

∗
(sk )) max Q∗k (s0k , bk )
Tsk ,s0k (ak , π−k
bk ∈Ak

s0k ∈Sk

(18)

The optimal Q-value is reached in a recursive way using (ak , sk , s0k , πkt ), where sk = stk and
s0k = st+1
are the environment states observed by the macro BS k at iteration t and t + 1
k
respectively. Thus, the general online learning updating rule is defined as,
t
t
Qt+1
k (sk , ak ) = (1 − α )Qk (sk , ak )+
Y
 X 

αt
RWk (sk , ak , a−k )
πjt (sj , aj )
a−k ∈A−k

j∈K/{k}

+β max Qtk (s0k , bk )
bk ∈Ak

(19)

where αt ∈ [0, 1) is the learning rate. The Q-value increases when the macrocell k achieves
higher reward by combining the old value and the future expected reward.
B. Intuitive Online Reinforcement Learning Mechanism for Traffic Offloading
From the online reinforcement learning model described in the IV.A, we notice that the
reward achieved by each macrocell is a function of the offloading strategies of other macrocells.
Accordingly, our proposed model is a multi-agent online reinforcement learning that benefits
from the awareness about other macrocells offloading strategies and improves the quality of the
selected offloading action. However, the offloading problem is challenging in this context as
information about the other macrocells and their offloading strategies are unavailable. Moreover,
exchanging information about these strategies between the macro BSs requires large computation
and causes considerable overhead. Local information like environment state, traffic offloading
strategy and the received historical rewards is the only information available. Thus, we present
our intuitive online learning mechanism that is able to conjecture the offloading strategies of
the other macrocells and exploits this information to reach the best offloading strategy. Our
mechanism relies on the fact that each macro BS is aware of the system loads, activities and
coverage locations of all the small BSs operate under its coverage.
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We define µt (sk , a−k ) =

Q

j∈K/{k}

πjt (sj , aj ) for macrocell k in time slot t, to be the intuition

factor used to determine Qt+1
k (sk , ak ) value in the next iteration when all the macrocells select
t
actions a−k according to their corresponding offloading strategies π−k
(s−k ). The macrocell

determines the intuition factor µ from the local observations. The intuition idea is derived
from the concept that different macrocells follow similar traffic offloading strategies at the
same network states. The probability of experiencing certain environment state stk and achieve
certain reward RWk is defined as pt = π t (sk , ak )µt (sk , a−k ). Let v denotes the number of
iterations between any two consecutive iterations in which macrocell k achieves the same reward
RWk (sk , ak , a−k ), then v has independent and identical distribution (i.i.d) with probability pt.
Consequently, pt =

1
,
1+v 0

where v 0 is the mean value of v and is calculated through observations

of local reward history. Therefore, the intuition factor can be estimated from the local historical
information about offloading strategies using linear model as follows,
0

0

µhk (sk , a−k ) = µk (sk , a−k ) − wk [πkt (sk , ak ) − πk (sk , ak )]
0

(20)

0

where µk (sk , a−k ) and πk (sk , ak ) are the reference points for specific intuition factor and strategy
selection probability respectively. These reference points are given from common knowledge
provided that each macrocell k assumes that other macrocells observe its deviation from its
0

reference points by a quantity proportional to the deviation of πit (sk , ak ) − πk (sk , ak ). The
macrocells are assumed to update these reference points based on their local observation. At
0

0

t−1
time slot t, the macro BS k sets µk (sk , a−k ) and πk (sk , ak ) to be µt−1
i (sk , a−k ) and πk (sk , ak )

respectively. As a result, the intuition factor will be,
µhk (sk , a−k ) = µkt−1 (sk , a−k ) − wk [πkt (sk , ak ) − πkt−1 (sk , ak )]

(21)

The definition in (21) comes from the fact that if the macro BS k changes its strategy, this will
induce other macro BSs to perform changes in their offloading strategies in the next time slot.
Now, every macro BS can conjecture other BSs strategies using the intuition factor. Therefore,
the updating rule in (19) is modified in away that macro BS k updates its Q-value with its own
information during the online reinforcement learning as follows,
t
t
t
Qt+1
k (sk , ak ) = (1 − α )Qk (sk , ak ) + α

X
a−k ∈A−k



µhk (sk , a−k )RWk (sk , ak , a−k ) + β max Qtk (s0k , bk )
bk ∈Ak

(22)
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The exploration vs exploitation balancing is important issue in online reinforcement learning.
Exploration aims to try new offloading strategies while exploitation seizes the already explored
strategies with positive feedback. To balance exploration vs exploitation and avoid the problem
of choosing equally among actions in the exploration process as in the -greedy selection [30],
actions are selected according to graded functions of their Q-value. For example, the offloading
strategy with the highest Q-value has the highest selection probability. We exploit Boltzman
distribution [28] to perform this selection where the macro BS k selects an action ak in state sk
at time slot t with the following probability,
t

πkt (sk , ak )

eQk (sk ,ak ) /τ
=P
Qtk (sk ,bk )
/τ
bk ∈Ak e

(23)

where τ is a positive parameter called the temperature. High temperature causes the action
probabilities to be all nearly equal, while low temperature induces a large difference in selection
probabilities for actions differ in their Q-values. The intuition based traffic offloading algorithm
executed by the macro BSs is presented in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm starts by checking the state information at the macrocell including its system
load. If the macrocell is overloaded, this triggers the need for offloading traffic to small cells
under its coverage. The macrocell searches for small cells for traffic offloading based on their
coverage locations. Then, the intuitive learning traffic offloading process is initialized. The Qvalues for each strategy in different states are evaluated. When the state is initialized, offloading
action is selected. After the action of the selected strategy is applied, the system load of the
active small cell (condition C.1) is checked to ensure that the cells are not overloaded and the
reward function is evaluated only if the system load and macro users data rate are below their
corresponding thresholds. At the end, the Q-value, intuition factor, and strategy are updated
accordingly. The process is repeated until the system converges to the best traffic offloading
strategy.
C. Intuitive Online Reinforcement Learning Convergence
The proposed intuitive online learning algorithm converges with probability 1 if the conditions
in lemma 1 proposed in [29], which creates the convergence conditions of general online
reinforcement learning process given that H is a pseudo-contraction operator and < is the space
for all Q-values.
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Algorithm 1 Intuitive online reinforcement learning algorithm for traffic offloading strategy
th
Require: πkt (s, a), t, SLth
z SLz (s(t), a(t)), Ru

Ensure: offloading strategy and small cells operation
1: if (SLk (s(t), a(t)) > SLth
k ) then
2:

Learning initialization

3:

Let t = 0

4:

for each(sk ∈ Sk , ak ∈ Ak ) do

5:

initialize offloading strategy πkt (sk , ak );

6:

initialize Q-value of the selected strategy Qtk (sk , ak );

7:

initialize intuition factor µtk (sk , a−k );

8:

end for

9:

evaluate the state sk = stk

10:

while (true) do

11:

Select action ak according to πkt (sk , ak );

12:

Check SLz (s(t), a(t)) and Ru

13:

th
if (SLz (s(t), a(t)) < SLth
z ) and (Ru ≥ Ru ) then

RWi (sk , ak , a−k ) is achieved ;

14:
15:

else
RWk (sk , ak , a−k ) = 0

16:
17:

end if

18:

Update Qt+1
k (sk , ak ) according to (22)

19:

Update πkt+1 (sk , ak ) according to (23)

20:

Update µhk (sk , a−k ) according to (21)

21:

sk = st+1
k

22:

t=t+1

23:

end while

24: end if

Lemma 1. Assume that the learning rate αt in (22) satisfies the sufficient conditions of Theorem
in [29], and the mapping Ht : < → < meets the following condition: there exists a number
0 < β < 1 and a sequence ϕ ≥ 0 converging to zero w.p. 1, such that ||Ht Qt − Ht Q∗ || ≤
β||Qt − Q∗ || + ϕt for all Qt ∈ < and Q∗ = E[Ht Q∗ ], then the iteration defined by,
Qt+1 = (1 − αt )Qt + αt (Ht Qt )
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converges to Q∗ w.p. 1.
We define the mapping operator H as a mapping on a complete metric space < → <, where,
X
Ht Qtk (sk , ak ) =
µhk (sk , a−k )RWk (sk , ak , a−k )
a−k ∈A−k

+β max Qtk (s0k , bk )

(24)

bk ∈Ak

Now, we proceed to prove the two conditions in Lemma 1 with the mapping operator defined
in (24).
Proposition 1. For K-agent stochastic learning,
Q∗ = E[Ht Q∗ ]
where Q∗ = (Q∗1 , ...., Q∗K )
Proof: As
∗
Q∗k (sk , ak ) = E[RWk (sk , ak , π−k
(sk ))]+
X
∗
Tsk ,s0k (ak , π−k
(sk )) max Q∗k (s0k , bk )
β
bk ∈Ak

s0k ∈Sk

=

X

 X
∗
RWk (sk , ak , a−k )
Tsk ,s0k (ak , π−k
(sk ))

s0k ∈Sk

a−k ∈A−k

Y

πj∗ (sj , aj ) + β max Q∗k (s0k , bk )
bk ∈Ak

j∈K/{k}

With optimal intuition factor defined in Section IV.B as µ∗k (sk , a−k ) =

Q

j∈K/{k}

πj∗ (sj , aj ). Thus,

Q∗k (sk , ak ) = E[Ht Q∗k (sk , ak )]
for all sk ∈ Sk and ak ∈ Ak
To prove the second condition in Lemma 1, we need to define the distance between any two
0

Q-values Q and Q ∈ < as follows,
0

0

||Q − Q || = max max max |Qk (sk , ak ) − Q (sk , ak )|
k∈K sk ∈Sk ak ∈Ak

Proposition 2. Ht is a contraction mapping operator in online reinforcement learning
Proof:
0

||Ht Q − Ht Q || =

(25)
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max max max |Ht Qk (sk , ak ) − Ht Q (sk , ak )|
k∈K sk ∈Sk ak ∈Ak

Then, we substitute the value of Ht Qk (sk , ak ) from (24),
0

||Ht Q − Ht Q || =
X
[µ”k (sk , a−k ) − µ;k (sk , a−k )]
max max max |
k∈K sk ∈Sk ak ∈Ak

a−k ∈A−k



0
0
0
×RWk (sk , ak , a−k ) + β max Qk (sk , bk ) − max Qk (sk , bk )
bk ∈Ak

≤ max max max |
k∈K sk ∈Sk ak ∈Ak

X

bk ∈Ak

[µ”k (sk , a−k ) − µ;k (sk , a−k )]×

a−k ∈A−k
0

0

0

RWk (sk , ak , a−k )| + max max β Qk (sk , bk ) − Qk (sk , bk )
k∈ K bk ∈Ak

≤ max max max |
k∈K sk ∈Sk ak ∈Ak

X

[µ”k (sk , a−k ) − µ;k (sk , a−k )]×

a−k ∈A−k

RWk (sk , ak , a−k ) + β Q − Q

0

We can use the definition of intuition factor and reference points in (20) to get,
X
[µ”k (sk , a−k ) − µ;k (sk , a−k )]RWk (sk , ak , a−k )
a−k ∈A−k

=−

0

X

wk [πk (sk , ak ) − πk (sk , ak )]RWk (sk , ak , a−k )

(26)

a−k ∈A−k

The definition of πk (sk , ak ) is borrowed from (23) with assumption of large τ as follows,
eQk (sk ,ak )/τ = 1 +

Qk (sk , ak )
Qk (sk , ak ) 
+ψ
τ
τ

where ψ is a polynomial of order O(( Qk (sτk ,ak ) )2 ). Thus,
X
X  Qk (sk , b)
Qk (sk , b) 
eQk (sk ,ak )/τ = ak + 1 +
+ψ
τ
τ
b∈A
b∈A
k

k

It can be proved that,
πi (sk , ak ) =
where η

Qk (sk ,b) 
τ
b

1
1
Qk (sk , ak )
Qk (sk , b) 
+
+
+η
b
ak + 1 ak + 1
τ
τ

(27)

is a polynomial of order smaller than O( Qk (sτk ,ak ) )b . Similarly,
0

0

πk (sk , ak ) =

0

1
1
Q (sk , ak )
Q (sk , b) 
+
+ k
+η k
b
ak + 1 ak + 1
τ
τ

(28)
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Substituting (27) and (28) in (26), we get,
X
[µ”k (sk , a−k ) − µ;k (sk , a−k )]RWk (sk , ak , a−k ) =
a−k ∈A−k

P
−

a−k ∈A−k

wk RWk (sk , ak , a−k )
τ

×
0

Qk (sk , b) 
1
Qk (sk , b) 
0
[Qk (sk , ak ) − Qk (sk , ak )] + η
−
η
b
b
ak + 1
τ
τ
With large τ assumption,
X

[µ”k (sk , a−k ) − µ;k (sk , a−k )]RWk (sk , ak , a−k )

a−k ∈A−k

≤

1−β
0
|Qk (sk , ak ) − Qk (sk , ak )|
ak + 1

This brings us to the conclusion that,
0

||Ht Q − Ht Q || ≤ max max max

k∈ K sk ∈Sk ak ∈Ak

0

1−β
ak + 1
0

|Qk (sk , ak ) − Qk (sk , ak )| + β||Q − Q ||
≤

βa + 1
1−β
0
0
0
||Q − Q || + β||Q − Q || ≤
||Q − Q ||
a+1
a+1

where a = mink∈K ak , therefore,
βa + 1
<1
a+1
This implies that Ht is a contraction mapping operator.
We clearly notice that we applied Lemma 1 to our intuition based learning model in (22)
and prove its convergence by satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1 through Proposition 1 and
Proposition 2 provided that τ is large enough.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
We simulate our proposed traffic offloading scheme to demonstrate its capability to boost the
energy efficiency and maintain QoS for macro users in the system. The simulation environment
is a two-tier 5G heterogeneous network, which is composed of 4 macrocells, 7 picocells, and 10
femtocells in a 3×3 km2 square area as in Figure 2. The macro BSs are located at equal distance
apart while the other cells are distributed randomly within macrocells coverage. The radius of the
√
macrocell, picocells and femtocells are 2/2 km, 0.2 km, and 0.1 km respectively. The entire
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area is divided into 3600 small locations, where each location accounts for a small area with a
resolution of 50×50 m2 . The channel gains are fixed as Gnl = ds−
nl for all n ∈ K∪N and l ∈ L,
where dsnl is the physical distance between BS n and the center of location l and  is the path
loss factor. Table I presents the values for other simulation parameters. Each simulation time is
supposed to be 40 second to avoid switching small BSs including pico and femto BSs ON and
OFF. The coverage locations are assumed to be heavily loaded with an arrival rate of λ = 6
1.5
Macro BS

Position in Y [KM]

Pico BS
Femto BS
0

Macro User.1
Macro User.2
Macro User.3

0

-1.5

1.5

Position in X [KM]

Figure 2.

5G Heterogeneous simulation environment

λ0 where λ0 = 0.3 users/time slot is the arrival rate of macro users. We assume a predefined
threshold for the system load to balance energy efficiency and QoS tradeoff, while the data rate
threshold varies according to the type of BS that the user is associated with.
We compare the performance of our proposed traffic offloading scheme with the schemes proposed in [31], [32] and [33] in addition to the standard, where there is no offloading mechanism
implemented. The work proposed in [31] exploits linear programing to develop a heuristic based
offloading algorithm. The scheme proposed in [32] called (JPUA) proposed a mechanism with
joint macro BS transmit power control and load-aware user association to reduce the interference
impact in a two-tier heterogeneous network. The work in [33] (GDSCO) dynamically changes
the operating states (on and off) of the small BSs, while keeping the macro BS on with the goal
to reduce the network power consumption where users are uniformly distributed in the network.
The considered system evaluation is divided into four categories: convergence evaluation, energy
efficiency with various network load evaluation, QoS of the macro users associated with the
macro BS and offloaded users associated with active small cells, and energy efficiency with
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dynamic network conditions. Additionally, we consider typical Q-learning and reinforcement
learning (RL) proposed in [21] as comparison benchmark for convergence and dynamic network
conditions evaluations.
Simulation Parameter

Value

Bandwidth

20 MHz

Discount factor (β)

0.9

Learning rate α

0.5

Noise power

4 × 10−21 W/Hz



0.01

Simulation time d

40 sec

Path Loss model

P L = 28.3 + 22log10 (ds)

pct for macro, pico, femto BS respectively

130 W, 15 W, 5 W, 0.1 W

Pico BS Tx power

23 dBm

Femto BS Tx power

14 dBm

Macro BS Tx power

45 dBm

Table I
5G

ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION PARAMETERS

A. Convergence Evaluation
The convergence of the proposed traffic offloading scheme is evaluated in terms of the traffic
load and the achieved energy efficiency. The traffic load is found as a normalized average system
loads of all cells during the learning process. This evaluation demonstrates the capability of the
proposed scheme to maintain the system load of the macrocells at acceptable level as well as
the small cells. The average system load during the learning process is potted in Figure 3. The
figure shows that our conditional traffic offloading scheme records the minimum average system
load compared to the heuristic scheme and the standard. This indicates that the scheme managed
to balance the traffic load over the cells in the network. This is due to the conditional offloading
that utilizes system load to limit the congestion at the recipient cells. In addition, we plot the
achieved average energy efficiency of the network against the number of epoch in Figure 4. The
results presented in this figure reveal the advantage of the proposed scheme as it achieved the
maximum energy efficiency.
In addition, we notice that the standard, which does not perform traffic offloading achieves
initial low total traffic load as it operates using fewer cells. The average traffic load and energy
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Figure 4.

Average system energy efficiency

efficiency achieved by other schemes are not competent to our scheme. The fast convergence of
our scheme is due to the impact of the intuitive feature of the proposed online reinforcement
learning, which is able to conjecture other macrocells offloading strategies and this reduces the
overhead of information exchange among BSs.
B. Energy Efficiency with Various Network Load
In this part, we evaluate the achieved energy efficiency as a function of the average normalized
traffic load of the macrocells and the number of the small cells. The energy efficiency against the
normalized traffic load is presented in Figure 5. The figure shows that our scheme recorded the
highest energy efficiency compared to other schemes with performance improvement of 14%
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over the best competing GDSCO in [33] when the load is high. Moreover, it shows that the
energy efficiency decreases as the network load increases. This is due to the fact that with low
load, the network experience lower interference, which reduces energy consumption. Another

Energy Efficiecny (Mbits/Joule)

4
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JPUA
Proposed
GDSCO
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Figure 5.

Average system energy efficiency under different network loads
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Figure 6.

Average system energy efficiency against the number of small cells

energy efficiency evaluation is presented in Figure 6 for energy efficiency vs variable number of
small cells. The figure demonstrates that the proposed scheme outperforms the other schemes
regardless the number of small cells involved. In addition, we can observe that the system energy
efficiency is improved with the increasing number of small cells. The reason is that small cells
enhance the energy efficiency as they consume less power than the macrocells when traffic is
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offloaded to these cells. However, the energy efficiency saturates at certain number of small cells
with little improvement as when the network gets dense, the interference between those cells
enforces higher transmission power and consequently more power consumption.
C. Macro Users QoS Satisfaction
In this part, we investigate the experience of the macro users as a result of their traffic
offloading to small cells. In addition, this evaluation accounts for QoS of the users which are
not offloaded and remain associated with the macro BS. The cumulative distribution function
(CDF) plots in Figure 7 and Figure 8 present the data rate for macro users associated with the
macro BS and the macro users that are offloaded and associate with small cells respectively.
1
Min Data
Rate
Required

Emperical CDF

0.8

0.6

0.4
Without Offloading
Heuristic
JPUA
Proposed
GDSCO

0.2

0

0

2

4

6

8

10

Data Rate (Mbps)

Figure 7.

CDF of data rate for macro users associated with macro BS

For the case when the network is heavily loaded (i.e. the normalized network load is above 0.8).
The minimum data rate requirements considered in this evaluation is 2 Mbps for the macro user.
We can notice that the proposed scheme managed to keep the outage (when the user expected
data rate is lower than the required rate) at less than 5 % for macro users in both association
cases, where other schemes including heuristic based in [31], JPUA in [32], the GDSCO in [33]
recorded outage ratio of 25 %, 16%, and 12 % respectively for the macro users which remain
associated with the macro BS. On the other hand, the outage ratio for the offloaded users for
the heuristic, JPUA and GDSCO are 29 %, 18%, and 11 % respectively as in Figure 8.
The evaluation results in this section indicates that the proposed system load oriented offloading
scheme with the intuitive online reinforcement learning improve the offloading process and boost
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CDF of data rate for macro users offloaded to small BS

the performance not only at the level of energy efficiency but also at the level of QoS for the
affected users. The proposed intuitive feature enhances the offloading action selection and reduces
the network overhead by eliminating the need for information exchange between the network
macrocells. Moreover, the evaluation confirms that the system load has a large impact not only
on the energy efficiency, but also on user QoS.
D. Energy Efficiency with Dynamic Network Conditions
In this evaluation part, we investigate the impact of dynamic network conditions including
various users data rate requiremenets, variable users density at certain locations, and dynamic
channel conditions represented by channel-gain to noise ratio (CNR) on the achieved network
energy efficiency.
For the diverse macro user data rate demand, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
traffic offloading scheme by considering the macro BS located at the upper left corner of Figure
2. This macro BS is located at the center of the cell with four small BSs are located at various
coordinates. The group of macro users are randomly located within a plane at which the users
are closer to certain small BS than the macro BS. The channel power gains are set according to
the specified path loss model, and transmission power of the macro BSs and small BSs in Table
I. Figure 9 presents the achieved energy efficiency as a function of variable macro users data
rate requirements. Figure 9 shows the capability of the proposed scheme to maintain the network
energy efficiency at the highest level in comparison with other schemes despite the increase in
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the user data rate demands. We consider typical reinforcement Q-learning without the intuition
feature and the reinforcement learning (RL) proposed in [21] in the comparison in addition to
other schemes. We notice that the energy efficiency degrades as the users requiremenets increase.
This is expected as higher data rate requires higher transmission power of the small BSs and also
some of the users might not be offloaded if their requirements exceed the small cell capability.
In this case, the overall energy efficiency is degraded.
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Figure 9.

Average system energy efficiency with variable macro user requirement

To evaluate the proposed scheme performance with distinct cells density, we consider an environment with non-uniformly distributed macro users. The macro users density χm is evaluated
p
p
to be within the following range [50χ0 − 3ϕ2 , 50χ0 + 3ϕ2 ], where ϕ is the macro user
density variation. The range of χ0 is determined according to [34]. Figure 10 depicts the system
energy efficiency of the heterogeneous network with variable macrocell density (χ0 /m2 ). The
figure shows that our proposed offloading scheme outperforms other schemes including typical
reinforcement Q-learning and the RL scheme [21]. The proposed scheme managed to keep the
energy efficiency at remarkable level despite the efficiency decrease as a result of the raise of
the macro users density.
In addition, we have studied the impact of channel conditions alteration on the achieved energy
efficiency. Channel-gain to noise ratio (CNR) is selected to represent the channel conditions
variation. Therefore, we evaluated the impact of CNR variation on the achieved network energy
efficiency. The average CNR for macro user m is defined according to the statistical expectation
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of the user CNR. We plot the average energy efficiency of the heterogeneous network against
the average CNR in Figure 11 with assumption that the remaining simulation parameters are the
same. The figure shows that our scheme outperforms all other schemes in terms of the achieved
energy efficiency even at low CNR value when poor channel conditions are experienced. We
also notice that average energy efficiency is proportional to the CNR.
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All the evaluation results confirm the scheme robustness in variable network conditions. The
proposed scheme managed to maintain the energy efficiency at a better level than other schemes
in spite of the fact that the diverse network conditions severely impact the network performance.
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Moreover, the results validate the significant benefits from exploiting the developed intuition
feature of the online reinforcement learning in traffic offloading decisions.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper tackled the traffic offloading problem in multi-tier 5G environment with the goal
to maximize energy efficiency. The proposed scheme develops a system load oriented traffic
offloading scheme using novel intuitive online reinforcement learning methodology to select the
traffic offloading strategy that maximizes energy efficiency, guarantees QoS requirements for
macro users and maintains acceptable system load. The scheme is applied to heterogeneous
network setup with macrocells that perform offloading and picocells and femtocells as recipient
cells. The intuitive online reinforcement learning methodology allows the involved macro BSs to
conjecture each other offloading strategy without explicit information exchange, which expedites
the learning convergence and improve the offloading decision quality. The merits of the proposed
scheme are demonstrated in the evaluation results presented in terms of convergence, energy
efficiency in dynamic network scenarios, system load maintenance, and users achieved data rate
in heavily loaded scenarios.
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